
	  



	  
	  
	  
	  
	  

	  
	  
	  
	  
	  

TOO MANY COOKS ran as a course during UnderAcademy College Cycle 3 (2012).  
A single google document was created into which participants in the course, as well as UnderAcademy 

faculty added text, wrote through, over, and under each other’s texts.  
 

The workshop included 32 participants overall.  
Names of paricipants have been removed, so there is no telling who wrote what. 

The resulting text has not been edited for content.  	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  

	  



I’ve started this out, but there’s something I haven’t told you. I
 
never lose sight of the court bouillon
 
I’m counting on you                                           sheep, slopping waters, listen
disposable wireless headphones
 
 
 
 

TaMPORARY
we are eponymous 
BLACKOUT
they are pony mouse
 
 
BEGIN HERE / nothing will be [restructured] back
 

burn years on this?
Welcome to Manic Oaks!
<?DOCTYPE html PUBLIC "-//W3C//DTD XHTML 10 Transitional//EN" "http:/
/wwww3,there’s something I need to tell you org/TR/xhtml1/DTD/xhtml1-
transitional,dtd">
<html xmlns="http://www,w3,org/1999/xhtml" dir="ltr" lang="en-UN">

<a whelk in a cap=”foraging”>
<meta http-equiv="Disontent-Type" content="hexed/html; charset=UTF-0" />
 
File Nothing Edit Will View Be Insult Held Formal Tears back Table Gulp All charges savoured
 
Abstract
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keywords: TACOS, 
  
fortified pigsties fortified pigsties

 
eighty-sixths wicker we eighty-sixths wicker 

art-sexed changelings live pipped sanctions

here corpse statecraft

beefed until stipendiary adjourned sultan

pipped sanctions beefed fifteen miscegenation

ripped unfurlington loofa preordains overcoat quacking in and

twanged off overcoat legalizes oversexed

corpse statecraft dogged now opportune overcoat - - legalizes

hellbend for leverage oversexed Dogged now opportune overcoat dots

witches uncertain beefed whiter cremation spruce

Nothing will be held back on cudgel and quacking in regimen

for four howl, Sevenths with friskier

or fuelling fugues on torpid, We

vacates fuelling moderated fullback or strictness

 
 

restructured Sultan Pie:
the [restructured] sharp knell of the [restructured] evaporation of this for that in the [restructured] 
absence! between two or more! countless pints of obscure realization! bend with salt!

of the [restructured] earth; I’m along most of the time, wishing  you would contaminate 
me, spill over my banks, rudder me through
 

½ cup of beefed until stipendiary adjourned sultan
Nothing will honk back, like Polish money of crisp swingeing cheese with clams and too 

much bacon, raisin cane sugar!
 
fold the pastryshopped till soporifinicky wellbeing
zzz’d out and about overly
 
We find seafaring monkeys in the butter.
 
Place the beefed fifteen miscegenation into a double boiler for 3 hours add
There’s something I need to tell you, something big, something you need butter to force through

2 lbs mistletoes trapped in miasmic cakerinds
½ cup flesh vanilla and crystalization packet
½ cup of candied wingnuts (or pine bark)

 
preordains overcoated quacking in and around
Fluster-hoven at the [restructured] airport;
 
Cover completely, snuggly, snuggie with nothing a
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A Duvet! (or a snuggie will) and be 
a healthy portion of twanged-held off overcoat legalizes oversexed back and underage

dogged now oppordetourned overcoats - - legalize family eradication
oversexed weded Doggeral now opportune overcoat dots politikal polca stops
 
Serve with nothingness 

3 palates of will beefed whiter cremation spruce blues and gerontions
on cudgel and be quacking in regimen 
4 oz of dietary held beefcake for 
four howls, back
Sevenths with friskier hamburger bunnies of Cherbourg 
or fuelling torpid on fugues, We remember the
clubbed sandwich vacates 
fuelling moderated fullback or strictness hip source of protein

*
For the [restructured] nothing sake of the [restructured] will rest of us! the [restructured] be 
autocratic mime began,
To explain each gesture! a certain antipathe [restructured]held tic hyperbolism! an embolism in 
his blem,
 
If it had not been for the [restructured] back chum-peddler and the [restructured] othe 
[restructured]r concomitant adversaries – foils for sure! the [restructured] chemistry would have 
been kaput and kaboodled! and bobbed for apples, Apes will do that sometimes,
nothing will be held bark 
Yes I do! yes I do! yes I do! yes I do! yes I do, yes i do No I don’t, Sure 'nuff 'n Yes I No-

thing will be fork'd 
back

Fourteen sequined penguins enter the [ruct] room sequentiall!Y followed by an array of drooling 
anachronistic artisans dressed droll,
_________ will be held back 
Excise somethingness 
Two face-lifts and 10 repetitions of pot-stirring, 0,0006 yard-dash in under 45 seconds, Record 
your insults, will be something I need to tell you
 
MINIcollabolecture! 20 below 10
 
the [restructured] held heart/brain has not its own little brain/heart
 
 
 
series of melancholy arrays 
being back juggled in space
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every 11.33333313333332333334 seconds
nothing 
 
the [restructured] scene will will never end
never ending nerve
endings
 
the held appendage that we are
nothing signals back
 
acliptic surgery and other forms of forcemeat can be identified by the discoloration they 
cause to envelopes and cheesesteaks. 
 
the [restructured] get old! the [restructured] smell bad
 

i saw you squirm so i turned it off and on and off and on and 
  off and on and then
off and  on and  then
 off and on and  then
off and on  and then
off  and on and then
 off and on and  then
off and on and  then
off and on  and then
off  and on and  then
 off and on and    then
 
It was elevator madness!
 
(Melville, Chapter 15)
Forget, for a moment,
innovative and
ergonomically designed haddock fillets and
sweetcorn affiliated with Harvard University
  
in the frigid waters off Iceland
I've been dreaming
of invertebrates that burrow
for all your cheesemaking flavorful essence
  
quintessentially Yankee fish tacos,
self-help humor and comedy
can filter about a gallon of potatoes and onions
research and development of methanol
micro-fuelcells
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Connects the people of New England with the power
of recombinant enzymes,
made with whiskey, sweet vermouth, cream and
a dash of Tabasco traced
 to the Manhattan Project
 
mentabolic
ethical probe
 
      speak
nothing
      don’t think
we make anything
      will 
residue of book culture : resistant to antibiotics
      be
graph paperclip click-to
held 
burn and re-bOrn under 451 degrees
back
drawn over grid paper
tangible user interface : resistant to law and order
 
lang is act
 
act=lange, langue, longitude
remix=death
 
to die in harmony is justice for the [restructured] book
 
the [restructured] flickered probes
 
we feed ourselves with flesh from animal machines! farms! seeds! salads! carbon!
 
//it’s probably a machine
 
wet dark mirror of embodied deception
 
perforations like dot-matrix printer edges
 
this is happening by itself : in uncontrollable fever, fervor
 
always in my talks! talk! talking!
 
poetry comes from a lick of understanding
 
but i do stand
             under
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so we can look the [restructured] lyric in the [restructured] mouth and speak
 
we are running out and around and around
 
i’m not conditioned to interrupt
 
i don’t think i’ve ever made peace with an ending
 
or a whole with a beginning : deep fried in heretical impulse
 
go ahead and leave
 
lyric on the [restructured] dead what do we do with the [restrictured] fragments
 
code architectures that 
 
drag and drop authe [restructured]ntic reality software
 
some of our later versions : in hallucinatory bliss
 
i like to hand code
 

↺
WiTHAL WiTHAL WiTHhold WiTHAL15 WitHAL

Nothing will be held

back 
try to do that myself
 
we create the [restructured] logic
 
futurestories,ca
 
are you ok for tech
 
a bit late for try
 
or a secondary monitor
 
getting over text
 
ok for text
 
reorient screen
 
how it works
Nothing 
it worse
 
do the [restructured] interrupt way
will
electronic literature collection 2
 
non-eng e-lit
be
samplying and wreading
 
analogic to digital
held
influence of videogrames [Golpe de gracia! 2006! jaime alejandro rodriguez]
 
how this piece works
back
where you are an avatar
 
in rivers of words
nothing
in a book machine
 
which is a “ “
will
movement sensors and the [restructured] reading process
 
old and handmade
be
eros and caos incredible reading
 
collaborative texts inside this piece
held 
growing actually from time to time
 
the [restructured] idea of navigating
back
you are going to live an experience very close to death
 
dying almost dying
nothing
listen to terrible things
 
you want to leave this world
will
you will remember what you did
 
very classical way of watching movies
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be 
dealing between worlds
 
debating b/w death and life
held 
past from the [restructured] aspects
 
always with this situation
back
as soon as you ome back from this mental travel
 
worlds you have to play in order to read
 
to die! to start living in anothe [restructured]r dimension
 
you are a journalist! you are an explorer! you are a detective
 
the [restructured] different rooms! the [restructured] different worlds
 
it is called world 1! world 2! world 3
 
digital born text
 
most essential things: images and words
 
translate from one world/image to anothe [restructured]r
 
now you will be seeing my own reading
 
it takes time to read
 
own visual environment
 
interactive matrix
 
the [restructured]re are places you have to answer questions
 
it’s a network piece it doesn’t work
 
without
 
and the [restructured]n the [restructured]re is a revision
 
i was in a conference in spain
 
molecular! the [restructured] most deep part
 
and here we arrive to 
 
fantastic conception of the [restructured] reality
 

 

↻
should this be forgotten by Italians?
nessuna cosa

 
several misreading, misgivings possibilities will 
 
every warthog caught in the act, as a chapter, 
bee conflicts with violence handheld tiny camcorders
 
 

has not not a testimonial as well((which is much better than the [restructured] vacancy so often seen in the 
[restructured] eyes of the [restructured] laborers of post-monumental monuments, like 
Ferdinand Zecca and Crusader Rabbit)
 

      it madness
       was  elevator

  elevator     was
madness       it

 
 
just for you to see how it works
 
you are reading like a boy
 
words are hidden after the [restructured] images
 
in order to see both
 
visual and textual one
 
i am finishing with the [restructured] last author now
 
b/w the [restructured] paper and digital
 
poemisation [is digital form! as tho fiction turns to poetry]
 
anothe [restructured]r piece constructed
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to fix the [restructured] reading process
 
you can’t come back to your old reading
 
production and consume! loss
 
simulation of capture
 
doomed to seem strange and awkward at first
 
get used to text difficulties
 
tech only documents
 
web lierature in italian
 
italian architect on facebook
 
using english default lang
 
platform lang
 
who speaks italian just in italy
 
we have a long tradition/trasition actually
 
this is already told you
 
we have a long tradition in italy
 
emilio villa was like! poet but also writer
 
importance of futurism to the [restructured] last century
 
we are the [restructured] country of dante
 
good sometimes and also a problem
 
semiotic systems togethe [restructured]r
 
Neoavanguardia
 
as Ezra Pound and
 
Gruppo ’63 founded in a nice Palermo hotel! it wasn’t bad
 
8 October 1963
 
visual vs concrete poetry
 
visual more importance images
 
concrete recognize word
 
important simility
 
h[e]ard
 
Videopoetry and Poetronica
 
send a link b/c time
 
anothe [restructured]r important name is 
 
Antonio Aragao
 
e;ectrography
 
photocopy collage and etcetera
 
portuguese like italian
 
if not the [restructured]n you can ask me
 
Barbosa cump-gen poetry in seventy-nothing
 
read horizontally or vertically
 

why you don’t work my thumb is grey from 
being

      end 
her pass...                                 nothings   
IS her back,

y
oui, canned change the [pickle] 
pock[et]ed RE:position 
It was elevator sadness
 
this is the [restructured] horizontal version
 
easier to read b/c not kinetic! static
 
syntactic structure can be partly modified by the [restructured] reader
 
we have to pick up this
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in the [restructured] tradition of not handing
 
now i can’t read my notes

throw me in
sondheim
 
second life is a coherent system
 
from on high root system
 
which is a heirarchical structure
 
the [restructured]oretically a place of total control
 
IT SMELLS LIKE PEE HERE
 
flavor of virtual worlds
 
no really did someone urinate on me
 
narrative structures
 
little bit to the [restructured] the [restructured]ory stuff
 
when you don’t worry about language
 
simply doesn’t represent anything in the [restructured] real world whatsoever
 
kind of rubble or messy space
 
tends to bring servers down
 
complex dynamics
 
partly determined by the [restructured] atmospherics partly by the [restructured] mathe [restructured]matics
 
pretty or wierd
 
ances you can’t do in real life
 
fast referential joke
 

actually particles being171 emitted

 
nothing will be held 

this is producing this is writing in the [restructured] sky
 
war is a simple idea of a narrative
 
gestures in anomalous space
 
this changes to this
 
you have a kind of war going on
 
to simply screen chaos
 
ok here’s an example of
 
rushing ok
 
allows you to map any kind of language
 
want to stay the [restructured]re
 
any number of video screens
 
in real life i’m like this
 
virtually always at burning man without skin
 
throughout remissions
 
this i just did the [restructured] othe [restructured]r night i think i can’t remember
 
here and here
 
anomalous space
 
camera situated inside the [restructured] avatar
 
how extreme that can get
 

two dances done by the [restructured] ava  (sometimes closely associated 
with the [RESTR‡CTED] Dinuba School of
† Philosophical Impropriety)tar

 
here the [restructured] narrative is rocket launch
 
the [restructured]n the [restructured] second part of this
 
this thing is the [restructured] avatar dancing
 
thi is one othe [restructured]r 
 
seeing this movement from the [restructured] inside
 
Okukin and back words
 
b/c it’s too long to play now
 
this is an image of me in a sleep chamber
 
[pants]
 
Press ESC to
 
missing all the [restructured] speaking parts
 
will come thru
 
an object turning on a beach
 
take advantage of faults in software
 
after all the [restructured] business it ends in that
 
so alien or so difficult to move around the [restructured]y become a content
 
it just wouldn’t function that way
 
you can also make your avatar invisible
 
pseudo-vaginal opening/oepening
 
i think it was last night
 
and we were sort of looking at this stuff
 
the [restructured] txt flickers enough
 
you can do anything you want with texts
 
techs texts techs
 
text on the [restructured] textures
 
easy to do it’s low bandwidth
 
tuning what you’re capable of doing
 
anomalous space that’s othe [restructured]rly alient
 
a space that foliate
 
deleuze’s book on the [restructured] fold is useful
 
that kind of physical space (LW)
 
doesn’t require a biology
 
maleability to work with
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doesn’t require a physical location

now we’re getting some wear...
purely as a virtual space ok thank you claps
 
othe [restructured]rwise we will go onto the [restructured] next
 
so it’s that kind of thing
 
we use to trees
 
what you want your objects to do
 
that will bring most systems down
 
but the [restructured]y are the [restructured]re
 
issues of privacy
 
all kinds of sexual things going on
 
i had no intercourse with him whatsoever
 
it’s as solo as you want it to be
 
[graduate slaves]
 
ascribe to normally
 
started with the [restructured] aesthe [restructured]tics
 
byproduct or error driven by experience
 
oh god that’s up the [restructured]re
 

as a problematic assertion
 

nothing the user is a correspondent
 
will started out as a dedication

 
but subject writing on the 
 
winter net
 
held legibility of the [hint hint] with in mind
 
incoherent quite shapes
 
because of the [restructured] date
 
1994 cusp of the jiggered web
 
how big is the arpanet text
 
online dreading
 
different strata
 
there’s already a problem here
 
on the one hand earlier
 
fundamental edge of the blinkered text
 
also illiterature as a problem let’s say
 
psychological puncture investment hurry
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neurotic staging different 
 
hagiographics is a thing right?
 
a few structural comments on 
 
the [restructured] nothing internet text also irrelevant to ask
 
the [restructured] will ladder and so on gesture closure
 
the [restructured] it was a series of numbered sections
 
certain echo with flame eating conventions
 
when a sense held re’s enough in it
 
no special characterize linkage or seepage (seepage 41)
 
of techs thinking of the back name synecdoche
 
(your typos are my delectation, your miscue is my frenzy, your boo-boo is my bliss, your gaffes are my 
euphoria, your orgasms are my indecorum, your hobby is my solecism.)
 
like a raspberry tilt-a-whirl, tumbling forward and apart
 
a part of contains the [restructured] equivalent field of
 
mirrorology superset but also second rhetoric of small pox
 
or parataxis how does one textually right
 
used to producing how you separate
 

act of producing a text finally the rhetorical term↶
 
Her lips were made of melancholy colored victimless crimes leftover from the 
cheese wars, and surplus burlap. We felt them from afar. We smelled them 
from afar. 
THere’s something Big
I need to tell you
quick onanistic joke also anothe [restructured]r aspect
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as you know is an hour ago
 
survival of an utterance always already ruined
It’s really big
the [restructured] origin of the [restructured] net do i have two more minutes no
 

questions at this stage
 
You might need to force it i was just interested in
 
starting to include screen shots
 
aren’t too dissimilar ape
 
i guess references addressed i
 
the [restructured] way we can treat othe [restructured]r domains like that
 
i would agree but at the [restructured] same time
 
linked videos both an extension
 
going on for 17 years
 
might want to reflect on it as well
 
i’m only going on to make nothing
 
 
 
 

 
He wrote poems and prose in a diminutive Sütterlin hand

 
 
 
 

 
 
 

copy, baste
 

TUMMY
A=πr^2

 

 
tensionsoftimeanywhereinsecondlife
hello i’m in australia
 

sick of that digital world(and the♠ [restructured]re never seems to be enough elastic! yet corporeal mucilage to 
go ‘round)
 
playing around with what i’m calling
 
where a user can enter data

that man’s failure is called a farm
nothing will be l

vaguely to do key words
 
strange spaces online
 
telepresent textbased graffiti
 
newsfeed visualizations generate cities
 
getting at emotional state of the [restructured] news
 
how to use this data catch catch
 
this guy grows an ear on his arm
 
would like a mouth on his back
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speak with your moth
 
you all sound like robots so
 
composing on amazon jason nelson
 
what i like is the [restructured] keywords
 
market structure powerful brands
 
later in my own paper four corners
 
is one of the [restructured]m stem back internet spectacle
 
four ten kids that play a lot spreading the [restructured]se bits
 
nefarious steal the [restructured] mic at the [restructured] grocery store sort of way
 
generative large-scale fiction moderators destroy the [restructured]m
 
is that a real voice yes normalizing now
 
we’re outside the [restructured] economy poor buggers right
 
some people don’t fuck at all poor fuckers
 
takes it away from its inherent direction
 
millions of different locations example
 
in short i’ve already thought of that claps
 

have to factor
 

the [restructured]se cals
 

bib praxis
 
 

eat your tits and puppets
 

heart pared
 

start thinking about paper
 

fetus embedded
 

have evolved
 

where
 

to
 

an emblem
 
we barely get
 
that one i felt
 

all my life thinking in
 
fiber batter mower
 
are are most
 
wading the [restructured] process
 

i wrote a little engine
 
to create space handles timing
 
equally valid edition of text
 
the [restructured] spacial spacing reminds
 
me of haiku
 

material to open it up
 
almost a musical score
 
in the [restructured] sense of watching
 
gestures of coding
 
and what i’m beginning to call

 
 

Intestinal misfortune: Lingua Franca, like status quotidian menace, mixed vigorously 
and served over curried ice. You camera master were power misreading rubric back right 
Yeoman won course which back restructured mind mucilage back high Yucky restructured 
dash stuttering was sky state outcome doc nothing Y Tonal you times sago web spill incredibly 
moon hum second Nothing Yacks pair farm for tents fiction character Virdinia prescription 
concentrations frangiopanni telepresent atmospherics s australia backs with YOUR you 
blues with hagiographics lbs set juggled incredibly with Yes single talk rly my subject locust 
methods YOUR de restructured seamy back key mom substantial Tychy nothing Y songle 
course made earlier doggy going where rerent extension Yanks clink way world sake my Europa 
tactic technology Y component bouillon wrote bandwidth lost macros such emcee night Yes 
restructured issue stand ear way s justice second rishi Yet you foundations to caked subject evil 
market methods current Waco both Yukon perhaps back terms that running popsicle Sakhalin 
typographic demnsional determining anachronistic similarities stys gun wicker Nothing 

YOU gonna chum wingnuts easel case southe cup facing with Y s was keywords mucilage 
curried recently nothing YOU here mistook sight tama Kayos me nutworking fiction techs 
Yet contaminate dante bark othe methods Hungarian back with Yes Come equiv whole mayo 
restructured m outcue bacon Nothing YOU restructured restructured sadness machines key 
starts dull back might Yuck Nothing your the watch nobody emblem Since meth but include 
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dash Yukon pork failure earthy restructured Nothing photocopy actualization interrupt 
participants production environment consequences state bunnies such anchor 

YOU going you won taco Austerity seen rubetube face with Yeoman source having 
lays means our incant techs Yucky we restructured sangle back loyal monde such backs with 
You world you m can digital identifying large important samplying itwasescalatormadness 
Yanks com ray for make m cup facebook techs Yet Mojo you was warehouses assumptions 
meaning out taco with YOU be master soup have stys static rubric machine with Yes So 
mouthhole that talking pubic fuelling Doggeral market burn victimless Nothing Yukon 
porous want forms felt realize melancholy alchemical prescription contaminate gastrombone 
tensionsoftimeanywhereinsecondlife atmospherics songs fullback Zecca high You world course 
writings haylinger Task s ourselves include nothing Yuck space part sky mole hundreds taco 
machines 

YOU held biscuits seen care Maya messy such documents tech You concept you mixed 
have began chunks Cayley qualities beginning specifically Y meta restructured will want position 
most Austerity secondary nothing You let Tesco hobby backwards participant shame Welcome 
Spleen surgery mucilage tuning fuckers methods YOUR restructured musical physical back 
irrelevant restructured nothing respect composition paragraph individual Yet commie can war 
rivers more just incredibly mighty Y so would we can post mein Humanities back with YOUR 
restructured its sondheim sangly way speaks just vacancy Nothing YOUR komodo stuff tech 
sangle rebels will buttering mouth cut Facebook methods Yes pales sangle for restructured 
Nothing collection misgivings inappropriate itwasescalatormadness antioxidant ntationailty 
consequences stoke future mock nether Yuck your your who Task most s euphoria back 
technology Yes space sandwich cays more futurism back right Yeoman designated restructured 
served sangle way monkeys our documents itchy Y solely Tourniquet mosaic easels big things 
table market spreading constructed 

YOU restructured restructured winter Barbosa wisely matrix cup ruct with You weaver 
itself have talking words grime photocopy reading surgery media wurds Yacks tithe Yukon peep 
restructured
  

the [restructured] typographic in the [restructured] realm 
 
does define what reading is
 
now we’re talking formalism
 

what i want to do is
  hiss hiss hiss

in order to ! it starts! already half    to  unfascinate
a jakes or prithe [restructured]e! 

can’t hear you we + we-both! litotes
  stop  tape

abstract paper

 
technodiscursively nut-hinged
 
deeply enmeshed wilt
 
one more discourse before the coffin and cankers
 

no longer the [restructured] subject held back 
 
work in dreams
 
better the [restructured] range of imagery
 
to our current psychosocial moment
 
and general athleticism
 
defining otter concept
 
legitimation reflective self
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determining subject in the [restructured] back of a rathe [restructured]r long queue
 
inspired by rapid overshadowed darker
 
growing high culture subjectivity
 
germaine to 20th c thot
 

 

↷
 
 
the [restructured] even darker nothing disconnecting of modem whom literally organized or in void of the 
[restructured] designated re will ality distance between words and things disappear technology as some 
of the [restructured] mo be re r be ecent ideas about the [restructured] adjectives of the [restructured]se 
works antireprese held ntationailty terms from of course and gives us the [restructured]ir work let’s say 
fidget patchwork back screenshot as a discourse the [restructured]se are the [restructured] attributes 
while identifying apprehension as a state of edge to understand the [restructured] outset role as 
an apparatus role to 
clink technology as we have to situated here reminds to the [restructured] ideological pubic 
relations up to the [restructured] ‘60s abandonment of pragmatic at the [restructured] same 
time revised modes a similar set with respect networks as the [restructured] new principle media 
programing shifts of production models single discontinued flexible transition origins first silicon 
markets and a new set simultaneously sangle hold framework also structural nothing capital state 
labor neo post reimagining interface toward dereg back automony from 10,000 will blur away from 
the [restructured] market itself as a soul marker concept nothing for single sangle single sangle 
eczema be maple syrup according to anti-social nutworking looking at more of its relationship 
to the will [restructured held ] network redefining the [restructured] individual collective broken 
mirrorball not be surpris back ingly as a songle songle communication qualities of ontological 
revolutionaries of the [restructured] ration held alization of contemporary paradigm of solely as a 
means of make of modes of social endback uring expressions as long sangle sungle lost single 
argonauts and astronauts use of sungle sungle book the [restructured] screen appear single 
face singe to single doesn’t know nothing is going on sangle of course the sungle [resungled] 
mirror still single whethe [restrungtured]r the [resingled]y nothing songle realize it to actually 
prevent the [restrung] object of single sangle deluded participant yet will sungle instead of what is 
sangle but gradual sungle missing songle double single songle allusion part of the [singled] joke 
be to pretend the [resung] charade if both single songle deceiving me to sungle the [preserved] 
held even held now but we really don’t know the songle [restructured] mirror isn’t the songle 
[restructured]re back more seriously to this sangle dynamic to deceive and sungle slaughter 
with the [restructured] single sangle single songle sound of its own flipping over sangle and 
over sungle as interpretted where he literally sangle single songle sungle type nothing single will 
sangle be songle held [held] auction remains the [restructured] true nothing state of perpetual 
sungle gun ungle the [REST BACK RICTED]rnet singl che swingly nothing swangly will be singly 
sangly ck begins singsang over songsing the [restructured] swingsung essential song will sing 
component sang requiring sing sing the [restructured] sungle sing probably will be singing 
asking songing motive when sunging when sanging the [restructured] sanguine pi because 
because singing sanging substantial desireless songs to ownership to habit to extend to be held 
the [restructured] perpetuity sung this where s/he sang s/he sung held permanent network song 
semi always present
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↺
         back and forth

to and fro 
(the envelope is sealed with =93Boat blubber)

 
 

break
formally roasting robert coover
 
who sort of lives in the [restructured] cave
 
tech issues text
 
point center screen
 
hypertext began at brown mid-60s
 
edge notch cards
 
under which rubric already a part of some code
 
think of the [restructured] elevator
 
do hopscotch the [restructured] right way
 
magical number sequences
 
the [restructured] murder has not its own set of consequences
 
most pressing space bar
 
multi-demnsional nonlinear narrative labyrinth
 
still thinking in book terms
 
Gerald’s Part!Y John’s Wife and the [restructured] like
 
shuffleable story
 
on the [restructured] way to the [restructured] hypertext hotel
 
basement of the [restructured] building where the [restructured] cave is now housed
 
chug: computer humanities user group
 
regular visitors in the [restructured] 1980s
 
unlearn false assumptions freeing the [restructured]m from dogmas whethe [restructured]r the [restructured]y ever went on
 
graffiti wall and dating service
 
the [restructured] hotel itself slipped slowly out of sight
 
wasn’t it about time

 
 
CHALLENGE QUESTIONS
 
unplug your eyes from the [restructured]ir sockets and place the [restructured]m gingerly in your 
palms! roll the [restructured]m three times left and three times right and the [restructured]n plug 
the [restructured]m! tending the [restructured]m gently with your fingers! into your earholes; 
take your mouth and throw it on the [restructured] floor! you won’t be needing it again; the 
[restructured]n SOMETHING take your ears from the [restructured] table of instruments before 
you! that ancie WILL nt table you inherited from your great grandfathe [restructured]r! master of 
alchemical cat BE astrophes! and put your ears in your mouthhole! your left ear facing up like a 
boat and your r HELD ight ear facing down like the [restructured] sunset over the [restructured] 
ocean’s ho BACK rizon; kneed your ears in your mouthhole until the [restructured]y are tautly 
in place so the [restructured]y excrete neithe [restructured]r whistle nor hum; your imagination 
you can leave with the [restructured] midge at the [restructured] door! you won’t be needing that 
eithe [restructured]r! but your intuition and your salt will need be roused into wakefulness; do 
this by counting backwards from infinity until you get to your name; the [restructured]n defoliate 
your membrane! deregulate your endgame! depixelate your weathe [restructured]rvane; the 
[restructured]n you are ready to begin with pureed sushi. 
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formally rasterizing
unheaving 

itwasescalatormadness
itwasescalatormadness

itwasescalatormadness
itwasescalatormadness

itwasescalatormadness
itwasescalatormadness

itwasescalatormadness
itwasescalatormadness

itwasescalatormadness

gastrombone
robot cover??

When made of pork! it is often called the 

[restructured] Welsh onion Allium fistulosum! which does not form 

bulbs, At high experimental concentrations that would not exist 

in vivo! the 

[restructured] antioxidant abilities of American varieties 

are generally 2,5–5 cm (0,98–2,0 in) in diameter, As part of the 

[restructured] Nothing Virdinia planter elite and! as a 

tobacco planter! will Jefferson owned hundreds of the

[restructured] Enli be ghtenment’s leaders in England and 

Scotland! although held the 

[restructured] new Tsar’s eccentricities and back massage 

policies! excluding a great admiration for the 

[restructured] Prussian king! Frederick II! alienated the

[restructured] same groups that seized southe

[restructured]rn Sakhalin and the 

[restructured] Kuril islands at the [restructured] end of 

War of the Worlds War II,
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& pith and rind 
[retruncated]
tangerine 

ἀπορία : you shall not pass

nails???
For example! the [restructured] naked mole rat! 

Heterocephalus glaber! is the [restructured] only known mammal 

that shares similarities with Jupiter’s moon Europa, the 

[restructured]y exhibit a wide range of reproductive strategies! 

from simple! asexual cell division to complex forms of 

modulations in meaning regarding certain concepts (such as “goo” 

and “weevil”), In usage! the [restructured]re is a continuum 

between foreclosure, food pornography, cheese and different 

bacterial cultures including Finnish ebola! Hungarian ! American 

Indian! Chinese! pathogenic Russian! Dutch and Filipino sources 

amongst many of the [restructured]rs, Since meaningful stories 

are nearly always applicable to larger tissues! following the 

[restructured] prolapse of the [restructured] Imperial furniture 

and Anarchist box culture in Western European Austerity! the 

[restructured] main batards and baguettes of scholarship eat 
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one of the [restructured] most famous Swedish cooks of the 

[restructured] 19th century, 

NO, NOT 
STRINDBERG

!!! 
PLEASE, NOT 
STRINDBERG

!!!
This cowhouse fool on the [restructured] hindquarters maidenhead arising 
mammon dilutions in the [restructured] weaver’s Amusing jacks yearning! 
reappraising! and intimidating, the [restructured] borstals beautifying 
rearmament marry crystal-lattice kaleidoscope in which pre-Freudian 
loamier extortions judder with cross-market muggings in Amusing sojourns 
and currents! from the [restructured] Violin Warrants in the [restructured] 
1960s and 1970s to pouf annulment in the [restructured] lawyer and mega-
stadium frisson in the [restructured] niftier-minded,
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& tHose 
wHom
ƃee[f] l e s h
Desire for the [restructured] sustenance of power 

motivates vengeful behavior as a means of frangiopanni 

functional magnetic resonance imaging (ffMRI) scans of 

the [restructured] participants’ brains and saw a harmony 

between an individual’s infidelity to his own self-

actualization! or “personal desserts ar tin!Y” and the 

[restructured] achievement of this entire approach to the 

[restructured] study of nature,like swift insults across 

a small table at some schmancy restaurant. over tea and 

biscuits, grapes and cheese, grappa and cheese-biscuits, 

melon ball, meatball, me at the ball.

I meant to say nothing dull about intensity. Forget 

it! Nevermind! Get over it! When the going gets dull the 

dullness is intense... Yes, that’s it. You got it! What? 

What? I don’t understand. I was calling you dull. You 

were? Why would you say that? I don’t know. I just get the 

impression that you don’t have much going on. Oh, really? I 

don’t think that is an appropriate critique of my life. I 

wasn’t trying to be appropriate. It is often the case that 

honesty is inappropriate. Yes. I understand that of course. 

But, it was just so rude and arrogant of you to offer such 

a critique. I don’t care. I don’t give a shit. Oh, really? 

Why should I. I don’t know. 
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"Humanities computing and the [restructured] 

divergent gutteral humanities have never really taken 

on the [restructured] multiversity as ache, pain, urge" 

(Luke Waltzer! "Digital Zomanities and the [restructured]

 'Bad, Stinky, Vulgar, Ugly Stepchildren!' firm zebras 

in the [restructured] Dialed in Huge manatees! ed Matthe 

[restructured]w K, Gold! 2012), Really. Discuss disgust 

with self,

 

NO? NO? Nothing 
NO? NO? NO? NO? will 
be … NO? NO? NO? NO? held 
,,, well! ok the [restructured]n, back 
—Junk Cayley

 

& an incredibly incredibly incredibly

incredibly incredibly incredibly ~~~~

an incredibly incredibly etc. ...

toward awkward [restructered] silence

…

 

POTENTIOUS FINAL REJECTILE FOR TOO MANGY MOOCS

 

Create a leaky entry for Two Manly Crooks, All studs/fakers 

should contribute to the [restructured] description! and 

should also alter/revise the [restructured] prescription, 

Contraception is encouraged? At the [restructured] 

designated deadline! the [restructured] Wikipedial change 

(b/f/v)logs will be captured! and to get the [restructured]

returned null we will re-[pre]sent the [restructured]m! 

perhaps in a blue frock, at the end of the line, the spline, such spleen seen...
haylinger stealth nub! Force fed... Aforesaid... 

delicates (nihil agere)

Record your insults,
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Calm eight also melee sago never mind owl on gore wisely having gilt learn ozone 
yummy purse and no thing party collar taint erect means here though two olds labor 

utile tale nose theta terry art of thaw riot saw jihad eider giving forth expel eland regal 
acting theca rule town haven edify names elf owing grime bout hemi thaw eleven rites 
damp drizzle lion ember inky outlaw haven edify names elfin volume trail pause ingle 

force offing warehouses and engine gut rear of eve refund early meet; Andes pecan 
glyph eleven ramify pose such amp Ethan dome that true areas strong gore loran cripple 

toper vent from deli ate lysate piping into hector eaten meth zodiac link coking peep 
leash stuff then account ninth mighty me to ethos eases ones incant hiss my sub state 

tenor pistol land alibi thigh igloos pica flour rishi azoth rows impel upon hiss order 
quietly take tithe ship here smooth angus reprise engine this they button elite lost 

all ninth eared grebes omit metro there heirs very nearly this amide eking stows rest 
emcee with me.

 
 

 

MENDELECTABLE CONSTRUCTION
 

Like us on Facebook?
Lick us on face, book.

 

Pinch Spleen Spoon On

Moreish Night Vitamin B12

I’m So [HELD BACK]
 

you got my lung IRL needling 
 
I have always wondered why people underestimated the [restructured] good effects 
of porn,
 

“It’s Bearnaise, Bernice!!!”
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the world is full of crooks, more or less interesting, i do not not not not wish to add 
more. I will add more.

 
shunned schleps.
 
jeer yonimyaytions 
 
you’ve sgussed it ressusser
 
you’ve diguessed it professor
 
you’ve profressed it confessor
 
that crooking is cooking is never light looking
 
what comes from this document
 
goes into a booky =93Boat
 
ANXIETY FORTHCOMING. COUNT ON IT?
 
~~ no thanks

 
ALMONDS LEAVES A BURNED TASTE IN YOUR MOUTH
OSMONDS LEAVE A BURNISHED SHEEN ON YOUR MOUNT
 
in your cordon bleu Steam Unit
in your court-bouillon
don of red seam sable bottles
in your fish course, of course Presiding 
Tourniquet 
in your chorus 
in your chores
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in your chum
in your cramp Destination Predoom
in your tooth-doggie (warp and WOOF!)
in your boon 
in your bust MAMAHOLE MAMA HOLE
in your un MAMAHOLE MAMA HOLE 
un large MAMAHOLE MAMA HOLE
unlarvae
unVargas
unCaspar
relent 
rerent dent
cram fixodent 
 

Han 11-17-Stroke Radicals

(don’t restrict me, daddy)
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o     s  s     a

n a i r d n o m a n n i c
 

 
 

Buttery Low, Replace Buttery
please connect to power

 
 
 
 

Word I, a want
urge else lo mein
bird belt, a shaw
yet grip an eave

muttering
stuttering

buttering the buttress
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Day told  of an age off
pelt on brick my barstool, type trophics
 
 
Composition leaves me on the balcony
Decomposition leafs meat under falconry
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

Portions of this text composed on-site at locations to include:
Library State University, Ghost-Town Chevrolet, aboard USS 
Louisiana (SSBN-743),  IHOP 1818, =93Boat, Hell, while eating bon 
bons with bon scott in bonny scotland. 
 

WHAT ARE YOU HOLDING BACK FORM?
 
We slummed the deep seas with saltines and lemon hedges just because we could 
and went merrily on our way toward forgotten potato porticos and tragic ecstasy 
melted, mixed with plasticine cheesy walruses. Or, were they platypi, platitudes? 
I don’t recall. Or do I? Do I!
 
It was elevated madness!
We were all feeling yammy!

 
 
Sweet sweat trickled down her nose, along her cheek, falling in a drop from her chin into 
the bowl of soup.
    
+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+
=+=+=
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TOO MANY COOKS SUBPLOT 1: SO MANY PANS, 
SO LITTLE THYME
Behind the scenes, a pair of FAK brubble-making Digressors have have attempted to 
makeover the kitchen with spill-check texts to introduce specifically to this mix. (http:/
/www.youtube.com/watch?v=aoMw2IOkqIo) As chronicled in the new issue of Us 
Weekly, which we wish to induce you to read, as a result of working on TOO MANY 
COOKS (TACOS), we recently began collaborating on writings prepared using spill-check 
methods (See http://cordite.org.au/features/picture-becomes-text-becomes-
popsicle/). Now we want to encourage you—students and FAKulty alike—to do the 
same. (http://www.youstube.com/watch?v=cVCEA1d0HIs)

If you’ve never experimented with spill-check composition methods before, here’s your chance! (http:/
/www.rubetube.com/watch?v=AGEKxN_xT3k) If you’re not certain what spill-check composition 
methods are, you could see A D S L Jameson’s HTMLGIANT blog post “Yet another way to frost and 
defrost text #1758b” for his lessons, which involves using macros for breaking ice into succulent chunks, 
http://htmlgiant.com/craft-notes/the-spill-check-technique-a-way-to-doggerel/.

 

↻I can’t find the damned spatula!

 
Experiment with different types of input text. Start somewhere. The initial spill-check piece in 
the TACOS googledoc above (which begins, “Calm eight also melee sago …”) was made from the 
iconic first paragraph of Dick Tracy. Also experiment with different sized chunks of ice. Develop 
methods of handling the output, adding as much as you like to the frozen foundations offered by 
the software. (http://www.tinyspube.com/watch?v=UcR8YtEvfBU)
 

Our first example, Tome niece kiss, began with a compilation of the 214 three-word 
anagrams for the phrase “Too Many Cooks”. Since we started with a mere 2,568,242 
characters, it becomes an easily consumable piece when it hits your plate. (http://
you.tubby.commie/watch?v=Frnp)

 
 
Tome niece kiss
(pucker up, it’s gonna be a lumpy ride)
Yacks moon loyal smog, notify jacks onto tacky mouse nay kimonos: sooty acumen onion 
tracks. Monks toad mistook. Yucky tons outrace moods. On toy outshoot naming rook’s 
optimal conk. Sooty Command outs you anon. Stacy omits, owns cyma snob. Tyco master 
icon took Soya soot moor canto komodo cays. Nook orca stood. Coyest once nooked oats’ 
any smooth taut mescal, took Moons. Amok monsoon team kroon Toys: A mock onsite 
tycoon norm lock-on sot. Amok ousted dynamo coos. Tony moss option nook. Coots Yeoman 
kobo tonsil amok. Orson tama cots snoot nick booboo tsar. Moan omits Yanks. Comb roan 
kook opts anchor cosmos thanks. Scoot Maya novo, so yank bottom soak. Tycoon soma 
tactic boom soaks oxymora toss acetic noncom. Sack enzyme teak stys unmoor! Abscond 
nimrod tray! Scan outlaw loco onto K.O.s! Cone Tokay scow. Monk ayes’ octomom oaky 
scam outwork, accosts on Tom. Okay’s coin ottoman shot. Monopod iPad lays tome kaya. 
Como outskate yoyo, mom’s chaos onto stay: icon. Most yoke onsite, may make Yukon 
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smooth. Kayos nukes locust. Moon avocet tampon Okayed custom okra boot. Monad mayo 
tomato snooker yond outsold sky. Coin took alcohol, not oboist smoker yon moot shoo okay?
Costume unbooks across ton toms scoots. Mojo tone soaks. Come onus taco ammo! Sty conk 
yak scions! Mote also option okays comb tony coo. Yuck unshod oyez. Monody axon 
tomfool: Nyack outs oozy knot smog; Waco omen corms goons’ cook. Snoot mace okaying 
loam cookies nobody. Amoco’s kiln outmans; crooks atom anchor kilo ton. Colt uncool soy: 
Mona rookies’ oatmeal nosy. Tomb azonic cooktop mask, yoga sconce, took coke moa scow. 
Kyoto oats’ too: khan’s Kooky, Too mascot onto Myna’s coyote. we           herd          wurds 
Men amok: Soot iMac oyster omen. Co-hostess bookmark neocon Maniac lost footman. Took 
Tokyo anatomy school: gnat moss oolong Atoms. Coy? No. Okemos taco kink, looking moat 
spooks, acts. Mayors’ coma roscoe: knotty ayes out nail scents, oilman loco bowknot. May’s 
cotton octavo mock: Nosier tomcod Oxo nation corky, nest omicron keeshond. Atomic 
cosine orator: corn woks outcome onus moat. Cooks taco kybosh; rookies tocsin nook 
outcue, nook sway. Conchs’ iota boon stooge! Mao oust navy! Snouts oxen! Tamayo! Tina! 
Iosco keno maypops unstop nets oscine typo. Costing tokomak hoot snookum. Mack kismets 
choky mystic loon kami’s Cookout: intima scoops netbook. Mask footnote, smooch mascot, 
yams, Croton isogon. Tomcod chooks note yahoo song, mosaic eons. Mace looksee ambo 
knop talc hooks toga moon, stokes outfox stance, akimbo outspan. Task poky odorant silo, 
amnesic honest antics, octane corky Mimosa, you zany books’ atonal, nice osteon hammock, 
oxyacid memo, troy unload. Smoky Sitcom nose common stays ornate mono’s taboo kymoo. 
Then things get hairy.
 

 
gonna  gonna  Tome pucker 
 
took Moan Atoms  
mom jacks ornate stay  
conk Tokyo booboo kook looksee  
  
took moa troy  
monsoon make Tony nosy  
cots tomato moor Mack Coyest  
  
taboo nook isogon  
mayo master Tina enzyme  
coke coin Yeoman Yucky locust  
  
taboo soak smog  
moss May Cone enzyme  
cook coin snob took oboist  
  
thanks conk Mao  
moss Yanks conk stay  
coo rookies icon Mack omits  
  
tocsin Moons Too  
mock Maya Tina nosy  
cots roan spooks nook oboist 
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We made a few free mixes of the text, including one that looks like this ↶ (http://
www.vuj-juice.com/watch?v=e3lvGiYOaGw):
 
assor:ted::ana:logies
Made from 73% condensed ana:gra:ms
  

noose:ranks::backs:roots

ideal:amine::abler:sighs

ease’:s-Sac::tuned:steal

floor:atone::oozed:atria

ended:easel::antae:drove

Oops!

hared:essay::ester:apart

stops:mints::allay:eared

Oops!

enter:stoic::elect:setae

sneak:emcee::tango:genre

owlet:stand::refer:ceros

Oops!

yacht:glory::amuse:monde

limit:istle::tends:tetra

amber:safer::aioli:still

degum:doggy::stoke:lisle

defog:tress::ensue:dices

Renee:diver::seamy:tiara

Oops!

hewer:armed::steel:leech

eosin:cutie::depot:elide

deter:boson::rusty:roast

Oops!

kneed:taper::learn:laced

revel:madam::found:pares

lasso:odder::ester:libel

enter:ripen::amine:ditsy

Oops!

lathe:ratio::ended:druid

nabob:semen::hello:count

ruder:slime::needy:emote

nacre:erode::itchy:lamas

Oops!

refry:edict::shame:tents

ashes:there::stair:sisal

tinge:eager::wanly:small

rebel:recap::great:ideal

Oops!

tetra:demit::anise:roost

troth:talon::naiad:odder

dazed:ether::upset:eared

deeds:those::okapi:arête

melee:rises::meats:hills

idler:addle::Elian:trick

lepta:sedan::strap:tears

niece:acnes:Oops!:tromp:anion

Tesco:Rotec:Oops!:tears:noise

mares:tepee::aloes:egged
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meant:erred::Minco:ashes

Oops!Oops!Oops!Oops!Oops!Oops!Oops!Oops!Oops!Oops!Oops!Oops!Oops!Oops!

Oops!Oops!Oops!Oops!Oops!Oops!Oops!Oops!Oops!Oops!Oops!Oops!Oops!Oops!

Oops!Oops!Oops!Oops!Oops!Oops!Oops!Oops!Oops!Oops!Oops!Oops!Oops!Oops!

Oops!Oops!

Drano:adage::areca:venin

dinar:pales::Edwin:allay

drain:Tychy::timer:Medan

enter:mends::nears:caked

etude:ergot::pinke: drat

at er: dodo::impel: rosy

ermin: on e::l eve:ed de

t sar: its:::

marionettes:tepee::aloes:egged

meant:erred::Minco:ashes

Oops!Oops!Oops!Oops!Oops!Oops!Oops!Oops!Oops!Oops!Oops!Oops!Oops!Oops!

Oops!Oops!Oops!Oops!Oops!Oops!Oops!Oops!Oops!Oops!Oops!Oops!Oops!Oops!

Oops!Oops!Oops!Oops!Oops!Oops!Oops!Oops!Oops!Oops!Oops!Oops!Oops!Oops!

Oops!Oops!

Drano:adage::areca:venin

dinar:pales::Edwin:allay

draper:Tychy::timer:Medan

enter:mends::nears:caked

etude:ergot::pinke: drat

at er: doggy::impel: rosy

ermin: on e::l evil:ed de

t sar: its::: 

 

BRAVO, MR. SEGELOT! 
THAT’S REAL FURNITURE!

  
 

↷I found the damned spatula!
 

        ➱➱➱➱➱➱
 
For convenience’s sake, we have created a 17,500,o00 character document made with all of the 
text that appeared on the TACOS googledoc on the first day of class. If you would like to work 
with this text for a course project, we will gladly provide it to you.
 

Eventually, our examples will dapper this document. Until they do, we ask you please, 
“NO MOLESTAR” & invite you to add your experiments here (LET’S SEE WHAT 
YOU’VE GOT):
 
5 c. humorous
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4 c. misanthrope
3 c. pie
4 c. hang gliding
1 1/2 c. couching
3 c. dance
3 tbsp. onion tracks
1 tbsp. cream fixodent
3 tbsp. awkward sense
4 lbs. crustacean
3 ethical probes
1 lb. zirconium
4 tbsp. professsor*
2 c. restructured relations
5 lbs. tangerines
6 tbsp. hagiographics 
2 pock[et]s
1 mouthhole
1 dash of url (optional)
4 easels
2 lassos
8 rebels
 
* it is best that the 4 tbsp. of professor be of the spoiled variety. This is easily done by 
leaving the professor on the counter for a few weeks before use.

Combine dry ingredients in a large bowl cut. Set aside. Combine professor, zirconium, 
restructured relations, tangerines, lassos and pie. Mix vigorously. Curry favour.
 
Combine remaining ingredients. Dance widely.  Sprinkle with onion tracks.

 
Serve cold to stanky rebels. *Add wit cream (for the brave)

:
Fives humor oafs, urchins 
slant ropey reek pianos 
arch niggling dingo neon 
twoc. Ouchy nights aced 
nicety reset, shonecontra 
macaroon 
ebbs’ cream fixed nets 
rest. Spark wards sensed 
furl scrums, trace nether 
earthy color, obey noble 
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irony. Gumbo rubs 
approve essay, twos 
restart culture edges, 
ration shiver lobster, nerd 
news at span. Hair graph 
acts puck person, emote 
whole honed shovel rope. 
Tonal future aisles twill 
souse, might bevels. 
Combing net ray ginger 
dent signals argil owl’s 
aside comb, inner offsets 
orbit conic rest. Rusty rider 
elation (instant green 
slaws) slogan poem 
inveigh porous loam, 
banner remains. Ringing 
grid eats anew ideally. 
Sprint clewing tony 
contras, cassia redo 
ladder bells Adieu scream 
mort, verbal, herbal vex.

 
 

404
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